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I love the story about the chicken and the pig walking down the road together 
having a wonderful conversation about life when the chicken notices a billboard 
advertising a breakfast deal on bacon and eggs for just $4.99.  So the chicken says 
to the pig, "Hey Porky, wha' da ya say we stop in and get a bite to eat?"   

The pig, says "No, thank you." So they keep walking, and they go about another 
mile when the chicken again sees a sign advertising the same deal.  Bacon and 
eggs for $4.99.  The chicken says, "You know, Porky, I really am getting kind of 
hungry.  I will even buy. Can we just stop and get a quick bite?"   

Once again, the pig says, "No, thank you!"  

The chicken says, "ok, fine." And so they keep walking, about another mile up the 
road, the chicken sees the sign one more time, bacon & eggs $4.99 half a mile 
ahead.  So, practically begging, the chicken pleads with the pig, "I am starving; 
please, can we just stop and get it to go?"   

The pig stops and blocks the chicken with his body and looks her straight in the 
eye, and says very emphatically, "Look, for you, that may sound like a deal. For 
you, it's just a donation; for someone like me, that is a complete 100% 
commitment."  

I must admit, it is a huge step to give 100% of everything you have for something, 
whether it is a cause, or a movement, or your faith.  But some sure have, those 
who have died on battlefields or standing up for freedom, or equality, or just 
justice.  And Jesus gave everything he had to die for our sake. But what about the 
rest of us?  

Giving is something that all of us do.  I also believe that all of us try to give what 
we can without it becoming a 100% sacrifice, as the pig points out.   But how 
much to give can become complicated depending on how we may view the cause 
we are being asked to give.   

If you are like me and you get these invitations to give in the mail, or you see the 
ads on T.V. for anything from animal rescue to Children's hospitals to political 
campaigns, to you name it, it all becomes overwhelming after a while. So I do try 



not to respond to all that I see.  But on the occasions that I have given, hopefully, 
to satisfy my desire to have helped someone or some cause, and also their need, 
what I discover is that it just prompts them to ask for even more.   

My heart really is into helping children fight cancer or wounded warriors heal, 
but, I soon realize, it seems that they want me to give more than I can afford.  But 
then I think, well, maybe just one more time.   

To be able to give at all takes some measure of caring, or some extent of 
commitment of belief in that which you are giving to; otherwise, why give at all. 

Often, we give to things, especially the church, without thinking about how much 
we are being asked to give.  As for those advertisements on television or that 
come in the mail, none of them, even those with the best intentions, will never 
ask you to not give more than you have.   

But that is not the church, believe it or not.  At the outset, it has always been the 
tradition, going back to our Judeo Roots, to give a tithe or one-tenth of our 
income. That is where the word tithe comes from.  Give to God one-tenth of what 
you earn or grow or make, and the rest, the other 90%, is yours to do with 
whatever you want.   

In my research, the average churchgoer gives less than twenty dollars a week.  
77% of tithers give no more than 10%.  And if every Christian tithed at least 10%, 
faith organizations would have an extra $139 Billion total.  To give or to be able to 
give is not so much a matter of obligation and commitment as much as it is a 
matter of the heart.  

Paul takes this matter up with the Corinthians, whom he has written for a second 
time.  In his first letter to them, he comes down on them for their lack of 
understanding of how to act as a family of faith.  They had a very difficult time 
working together.  They worked to outdo one another, not in love but in outright 
competition, stemming more from jealousy and self-righteous behavior, ignoring 
the tenant of our faith to love one another. 

Thankfully, the church in Corinth heard Paul's instruction, and they began to 
change the way they acted mainly toward one another, which made them more 
appealing to those wanting to know more about the Christian faith.   



But Paul noticed another area in their practice of the Christian faith, and that was 
in their tithing. They simply were not doing it, or at least very little.  But Paul 
knows that he has to be careful about how he approaches the subject.  

He knows that he can't, nor should he command them to give more.  Certainly, 
they should not give more than what they can afford.  After all, it is not the goal 
of the church to demand that the faithful give to those in need to the point that 
they themselves become needy. That would defeat the purpose.  But rather, to 
give all that they can without putting themselves in financial jeopardy.  There is a 
difference.  There is a difference between carelessly giving what we have away 
and making sound investments. Making an investment is putting stock into 
something that we believe will pay dividends down the road. 

When we give as a discipline of faithful practice, when we learn to give as an 
investment in what we believe in, the Kingdom of God, rather than an obligation 
to meet the church's budget, the act of giving to the church takes on a more 
personal meaning.  It becomes more of an act of love that will come back to us in 
the love of Christ we share than an obligation that means very little. 

That is why Paul says to the Corinthians, "I do not say this as a command, but I am 
testing the genuineness of your love against the earnestness of others. For you 
know the generous act of our Lord Jesus Christ, that though he was rich, yet for 
our sakes, became poor so that by his poverty, you might become rich.  

What Paul does here is he puts the language of the cross into economic terms, a 
language everyone seems to understand.  Jesus, the Son of God, who is rich in 
God's glory, becomes a man, who is at the very least, limited by a mortal body, 
and takes on our sin to die in the poverty of separation from God, that we might 
have the opportunity to inherit the wealth of the Kingdom of God. Assurance of 
God's love. God's presence and Spirit.  

Is that not enough reason right there to say, "I want to give at the very least, the 
10% I am asked to give by my God?" It is an investment into the Kingdom of God 
because when we give to support the life of the church, we are giving to help 
those who are called to preach the good news, who teach the disciplines of our 
faith, who are called to guide us in our faith. We are also giving to support the 
very lives of those who have been impacted by sin, that has left so many in 
poverty and alienation and to bring them into communion first and foremost with 



God and second with the community of Christ, which ultimately comes back on us 
as a sound investment in the love of God. 

Giving is something that we should be willing to do out of our eagerness to share 
the love of God and not out of an obligation to meet a budget or keep our lights 
on.  When we realize that we live in the generosity of Christ, we have a reason, a 
motivation to give, and we tend to give more.   

But sometimes, we need a little more motivation, like an Ice bucket challenge.  
Last Sunday, after the Bishop put forth the challenge that she would let herself be 
doused with ice water if the annual conference could raise the $200K for the 
annual conference offering, I was challenged to do the same, if we could raise the 
200.00 asked of each church.  But I quickly doubled the stakes considering that I 
had already given half of that amount.  But it looks like you all are well on your 
way to meeting that goal of $400 and more.  

I am happy to do something like take the Ice bucket challenge if it motivates you 
to give a little more, as you can.  Some of you were more than willing to do that 
when you heard that I would do this.   

I am sure that you all are looking forward to seeing that.  I told Julie and Margo 
that if that is what it takes, I will do a polar plunge in January in the 
Rappahannock if you all can meet the financial goals set by our church for 2021.   

But I do want to come back to what Paul says in verse 13. "I do not mean that 
there should be a relief for others and pressure on you.  Do not give to the point 
that you are in dire straits." But we must remember, as the scripture goes on to 
say, "it is a question of a fair balance between your present abundance, and their 
need, so that their abundance may be for your need to give so that there may be 
a fair balance. As it is written, those who had much did not have too much, and 
those who had little did not have too little." Does that sound familiar?  It is a 
Christian principle, not a political one.  

When I hear this, it makes me think of that scene in the gospel of John Ch.6 when 
Jesus wants to feed the thousands gathered there to listen to him.  He asks the 
disciples what they might need to be able to buy enough food.  One of them says, 
"six months' wages would not be enough to feed this crowd." Then a boy with five 
loaves of bread and two fish offers up what little he had, and with that, Jesus 
begins to feed all who were there.  The boy got it.  If he invested what he had at 



that time, then without a doubt, he knew that he too would receive the blessing 
of God.  

When we believe in what we are doing, when we invest in the Kingdom of God, it 
goes beyond amazing what can be accomplished.   It is what can happen when we 
invest in the generosity of our God. 

 

  

 


